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Lifestyle   and design in the AV world.
While electronic devices are becoming more and more 
aesthetically appealing... While home interior decoration and 
home fashion are becoming commodity for everyone... It is still 
hard to find AV furniture that combine functionality and beauty.
NorStone Design creates a bridge between contemporary home 
design and AV electronics.
Whatever your style is, whatever the kind of electronics you need 
to house, NorStone Design has a solution for you. The solution 
that will safely hold your Hi-tech flat screen TV, your vintage Hi-Fi 
amp. or your favourite turntable without disfiguring your decor...  
NorStone Design, thanks to its fashionable approach to the Hi-Fi 
and video world, make your AV devices part of your home.
It will help to make the place you live a space you love, 
surrounding yourself with your favourite music and movie 
«makers», harmoniously laid on a NorStone Design piece.
NorStone Design expresses the link between high technology 
and aesthetic, between commodity and lifestyle.
Because our common mission is also to make modern design 
furniture available to more people, NorStone Design products 
are affordable too.

www.norstone-design.com
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Più

Thanks to its optimized 
architecture, Più is the perfect 
match for high-end audio 
applications. Its MDF structure 
is a testimony of stability 
and lack of resonance 
allowing thereby excellent 
listening conditions.
Its open sides and back 
ensure an easy access 
to the connectors 
and enough airflow 
to guarantee a perfect cooling 
of the electronics. 
Più ideally hold your full Hi-Fi 
equipment, while the top shelf 
may welcome your turntable.

The design concept behind 
Più is definitely to offer pure 
shapes that will never 
go out of fashion. 
The timeless elegance 
of the outer lines makes Più 
the matching piece for Hi-Fi 
and design addicts.
Enjoy your music passion 
in style.

Choose the full black version, 
made of black lacquered 
glass shelves and piano black 
lacquer finish, 
and you will reveal the subtle 
geometry of this cubic piece.
Mix black lacquered glass 
shelves and light oak finish 
for a distinctively elegant look 
that is made to last.

4
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Più

This AV version of the Più sets 
the benchmark for elegance, 
purity and versatility. 
Like all the great design, 
the simplicity and clean lines 
of Più AV mean it will continue 
to look up-to-date for years.
It allows you to easily and 
inexpensively create a unique
stylish AV combination.

Più AV revamps your 
all-beautiful flat screen TV 
and emphasises your Home 
Theatre electronics. As the Più, 
the AV version is available in 
all-black colour (black lacquered 
glass & piano black lacquer 
finish) and in black / light oak 
(black lacquered glass & light 
oak finish).

Ensuring our products always 
remain a reflection of modern 
life, our designers work to spot 
new and emerging trends. 
After a long period 
of minimalism, people are today 
welcoming warmth 
and personality back in their 
homes: A way to stand out from 
the crowd and to tell about 
their own personal story.

6
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Because beauty is not enough, 
Più AV gathers all the specificities that should be 

owned by an AV piece of furniture. 
The large top shelf can hold 

any plasma or LCD TV up to 176.3 lbs (80 kg). 
The large inner shelves are deep enough 

to welcome any AV amplifier. 
Fed up with the cables snarls, laid on the floor? 

Più AV features a large wire path to floor 
that will hide the unsightly cables.

That is how Più AV has been 
released in an exotic dark 
wood wenge finish. 
Mixed with white lacquered 
glass shelves, this unique 
piece cannot be so-called 
a «TV stand» anymore. 
It is creating, combined with 
high-tech electronics, a true 
piece of art.

7
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Century
8
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Black and white are everlasting 
classics.  They are the perfect 
backdrop for any other colour, 
and any style. The combination 
of both is becoming today 
increasingly popular 
in the home design. 
Black and white are so-called 
«non-colours» and will never 
break harmonies 
in your home decor.

Century is also 
a «crossbreeding» of texture
and materials: 
The warmth of a leather finish 
and the purity of the lacquered 
glass shelves 
make it a real «must-have» 
for design addicts.

Century remains anyhow 
a product for AV fanatics. 
It combines again 
allthe specificities that ensure 
the good performance of your 
AV devices. TVs and Home 
Theatre products feel right 
in its large and deep shelves: 
The unnoticeable back path 
to floor ensures a clean 
management of the cables.

9
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Epur 4 is designed to hold 
your complete Hi-Fi system. 
The top shelf can ideally 
welcome your turntable.
It can also hold a complete 
Home Theatre system with 
a rather small size TV set.

The specific design of Epur 3 
and Epur 4 provides an easy 
access to the electronics. 
Largely opened on all sides, 
Epur ensures an optimized 
cooling of your AV equipment.

Epur feet are equipped 
with invisible wheels
that make it easy to move. 
The removable cable 
management system ensures 
a clean installation without 
visible wires.

Epur
Epur line has been designed 
to combine lightness, purity, 
transparency and functionality. 
Because people are different 
and have desire 
to be individuals, Epur offers 
a full versatility in terms 
of home interior integration.
May your home be tagged 
by splash of colours or subtlety 
decorated in the harmony 
of a unique shade: Epur 
can blend into any place. 
The classic combination 
of crystal glass shelves 
and the satin finish
of the tubular structure 
is so effectively simple 
that it makes it easy 
to home integrate.

10
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This AV piece can hold your flat 
screen TV up to 176.3 lbs
(80 kg), a complete Home 
Theatre system (including 
AV amplifier, DVD player, 
multimedia centre...) 
as well as the central speaker 
of your 5.1 sound system.

Epur

11

For technical specification, see page 30
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The design concept behind 
Epur C is clear: Convenience, 

simplicity and absolute lightness 
for those who want to make 
their Home Theatre invisible 

while not in use. 
This corner piece can be 

positioned almost everywhere, 
even in the smallest rooms.

Epur
12

For technical specification, see page 31
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This versatile little piece can easily 
welcome a small AV system, 
including a flat screen TV
or a CRT TV up to 121.2 lbs 
(55 kg). The adjustable central 
glass shelf makes it really 
convenient 
to house the thickest electronics. 
A small and efficient piece that 
surely fits in the smallest flats 
or in the kids’ bedroom. Epur

13

For technical specification, see page 30
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Bergen
Bergen line has elegant 
and stylish shapes. It has been 
fully designed to enhance 
the audio and video 
performance of your installation. 
The AV version, is wide enough
to hold a sophisticated Hi-Fi 
or Home Theatre system with 
many devices such as AV 
amplifiers, DVD players, VCRs,... 
and a flat TV on the top shelf. 

14

For technical specification, see page 31
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Bergen

Each Bergen’s shelf, is mounted 
on spikes and ensures a perfect 
vibrations decoupling. 
Based on a tripod structure, 
each shelf is totally stable. 
Tempered glass shelves 
are mounted
on shock-absorbing 
and skidproof pads. 

The counter spikes feature
 as well a skidproof shock 
absorber to protect the delicate 
surfaces (wooden floors).

15

Bergen’s modular structure 
allows a lot of combinations.
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Trio line is beautifully 
designed and affordably priced. 
It is made of transparent glass, 
strong metal and warm light 
oak finish. Once again, the 
purpose is to express a real 
trend for blend of textures, 
coloursand materials.

Trio

16

For technical specification, see page 32
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Trio

The standard piece is perfect 
to hold a complete Hi-Fi system, 
when the AV piece 
is large enough to welcome 
a plasma or LCD TV, a central 
speaker and an entire 
Home Theatre system.

This contemporary piece
pictures a real taste 
for a relaxed lifestyle: For those 
who love their surroundings 
lively and spontaneous. For 
those who will enjoy 
as much a warm Home 
Cinema showing with friends 
and family, or a peaceful 
musical moment comfortably 
seated on a sofa.

17
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Present
Wenge

OakSilver

Present combines the purity 
of glass and the strength 
of a sturdy design.
It can hold a TV set, a plasma 
or a LCD TV up to 176.3 lbs 
(80 kg). Because our straight-
line care is to make our AV 
furnishings part of your home, 
we made the Present available 
in 3 different colours. 18
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Always using a metallic 
structure and frosted glass 
shelves, Present front panel 
can feature a daring silver finish, 
a warm light oak or an exotic 
dark wood Wenge finish. 
And it is so affordable, 
that you may choose the 3 
of them to create separate 
surroundings in different 
rooms!

19

For technical specification, see page 29
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Ekär

Ekär 4 provides a fashion 
and convenient housing 
for audio, video and TV set 
up to 176.3 lbs (80 kg). 
It can also hold a fully Hi-Fi 
oriented system 
with a turntable device 
on the top shelf.

20

For technical specification, see page 33
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Ekär
Perfectly versatile 
and compact, Ekär 3 is a very 
sturdy AV furniture designed 
to hold a complete 
Home Theatre system 
(including electronic devices, 
a central speaker 
and even a video display: 
TV set, plasma or LCD TV 
up to 176.3 lbs (80 kg).

21

For technical specification, see page 32
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Epsis
22

For technical specification, see page 28
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The top shelf can also 
be used to hold a TV set,
a plasma or a LCD TV 
up to 187.3 lbs (85 kg).
The purity and simplicity 
of its shapes make 
it easy to integrate.

Largely inspired 
by the Scandinavian style, 
Epsis 2 is a strong and efficient 
Audio/Video furniture 
that provides space 
for up to 6 devices.

23
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This revolutionary concept 
adapts the AV housing 
to the specific needs 
of the user, to ease his life.
NorStone designers 
came to a simple 
and practical conclusion, 
based on the plasma and LCD 
business analyse.

While people buy a flat screen 
because «it looks so fancy and 
classy once hung on the wall», 
most of the installations end 
up in a table set up once 
back home... Why? Because 
installing a 66.1 lbs (30 kg) TV 
on the wall is tough!
That’s how the concept
of Mask is born.

This flat screen wall mounting 
concept is quick, easy and 
you can install it anywhere, no 
matter if you own your home 
in the country side or if you 
rent your flat in one of those 
expensive big cities. Your flat 
screen TV is wall mounted, you 
can easily hide the cables and 
use the two glass shelves to 
hold your electronics.

For the first time, say «good 
bye» to the tiring 
and complicated wall 
mounting installation, forget 
about drilling the walls 
of your living room to hide 
the unsightly cables... 
And enjoy the Mask. 

24

For technical specification, see page 29
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Walm aesthetically supports 
any plasma screen 
from 32” to 50”.

While Walm 3250 is a fixed 
version, the Walm T-3250 offers 
the flexibility of a tilt move.

Curve is a LCD bracket 
that is fully compatible
with all VESA 75 and VESA 100 
LCD flat screens.

Curve 75100 standard version 
offers tilt and swivel moves 
possibility. Curve 75101 and 
Curve 75102 feature extension 
arms for an unparalleled viewing 
angle convenience.

Because a flat screen TV 
becomes a piece of art once 
wall mounted, NorStone Mount 
offers a line of truly universal 
plasma and LCD brackets. 
All NorStone Mount brackets 
combine a great resistance 
to loading, a unique ease of use, 
and a reinforced safety 
(featuring locking systems).

25

For technical specification, see page 33
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Structure
Height

Colours

Accessories

Packaging

Base

Top plate

Net weight

Still focused on life style and home integration of the audio 
and video components, NorStone Design benefits 
also from a long experience in the acoustic industry. 
This helps our designers to understand all the requirements 
of a quality Hi-Fi or Home Theatre installation that should immerse 
the listener in the intensity of music, in the realism of a cinematic 
experience.This goes through a perfect installation of the speakers 
that must be positionned at the right place in order to create 
a tri-dimensional sound image. 
Based on this expertise, NorStone Design has developed a full range 
of speaker stands, for satellite and bookshelf speakers of any kind.

The Stylum line of speaker 
stands has been designed 
by audio specialists  for audio 
fanatics. Their common 
structure is really functional. 
The adjustable spikes, located 
on both the top and bottom 
plates, ensure ideal adjustment 
for a perfect stability 
of the installation. 

It is height adjustable 
and its solid cast iron base 
ensures an unparalleled stability. 
Finn is delivered with several 
mounting systems to make 
sure that it fits to your speakers’ 
specificities.

This satellite speaker stand 
has a sleek contemporary style 
and a hidden wire path to floor, 
which makes it really 
easy to integrate 
in any home environment.

The antivibration system 
guarantees the best 
performance of your speakers.  
You can also add sand inside 
the main tube to cancel 
any resonance.

26
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Stylum 1 Stylum 2

Technical specification

Structure
Height

Colours

Accessories

Packaging

Base

Top plate

Powder coated steel - Wire path
19.1”; 485 mm

Glossy silver

Screw kit, mounting instructions, mounting tools

Delivered as pair in flat box

Adjustable spikes and counter spikes

8.5” x 9.8”; 217 x 250 mm

Spikes or skidproof pads  

23’’; 585 mm 

Glossy silver, Glossy black

Stylum 3

31.7”; 805 mm

Glossy silver, Glossy black
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Finn

____

Silver, Black

700

1200
�����

�����

���

1200

6.4” x 7.8”; 165 x 200 mm  

Net weight 18.7 lbs; 8,5 kg (by pair) 24.2 lbs; 11 kg (by pair) 27.8 lbs; 12,6 kg (by pair) 10.1 lbs; 4,6 kg (by pair)

9.8” x 9.8”; 250 x 250 mm

6.4” x 8.5”; 165 x 217 mm 

9.8” x 9.8”; 250 x 250 mm

6.4” x 8.5”; 165 x 217 mm  

Height adjustable: 27.5” to 47.2”; 700 to 1200 mm

____

Base made of cast iron to ensure full stability

Powder coated steel - Wire path

____

27
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Più Più AV

Technical specification

Structure

Shelves

Colours

Accessories

Packaging

Overall dimensions

Internal shelves

Top shelf

Glass thickness

MDF and steel 

Black lacquered tempered glass

Glossy black, Light oak

Screw kit, mounting instructions, mounting tools

Delivered in flat box
W25.1” x D20.1” x H29.9”; W640 x D512 x H762 mm

Can hold up to 33 lbs; 15 kg

Can hold up to 66.1 lbs; 30 kg

Glossy black, Light oak or Dark wood wenge

W42.9” x D20.1” x H21.6”; W1090 x D512 x H550 mm

Can hold up to 33 lbs; 15 kg

Can hold up to 176.3 lbs; 80 kg

512

455

640

445

210

210

210

�����

����

����

����

�����

�����

�����

762
�����

512

455

640

445

210

210

210

762

1090

210

210

946

512

460

�����

�����

����

����
550

�����

�����

�����

1090

210

210

946

512

460

550

Epsis 2

Powder coated steel

Tempered frosted glass

Silver

W35.4’’  x D19.6’’ x H25.1’’ ; W900 x D500 x H640 mm

Can hold up to 187.3 lbs; 85 kg

Can hold up to 187.3 lbs; 85 kg

900

640

500

450

190

190

�����

�����

�����

����

����

�����

900

640

500

450

190

190

Net weight 48.1 lbs; 21,8 kg

0.23“; 6 mm

MDF and steel - Wire path

Black or white lacquered tempered glass

Top shelf: 0.31“; 8 mm; Internal shelves: 0.19“; 5 mm

89.1 lbs; 40,4 kg 72.7 lbs; 33 kg

Top shelf: 0.31“; 8 mm; Internal shelves: 0.23“; 6 mm

28
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Century Present

White lacquered tempered glass

Screw kit, mounting instruction, mounting tools

Can hold up to 33 Ibs; 15 kg and 66.1 Ibs; 30 kg

Can hold up to 176.3 Ibs; 80 kg

Tempered frosted glass

Silver, Light oak or Dark wood wenge

W42.8” x D22” x H23”; W1090 x D560 x H585 mm

Can hold up to 66.1 lbs; 30 kg

Can hold up to 176.3 lbs; 80 kg

1100
�����

500
�����

380
���963

���

307
�����926

�����

325
�����

550
�����

226
����

216
����

1100
�����

500
�����

380
���963

���

307
�����926

�����

325
�����

550
�����

226
����

216
����

585

470

1090

180

175

745

830

560

585

470

1090

180

175745

�����

�����

��

����

���

�����

830
�����

560
���

Mask

Glossy black

Can hold up to 22 Ibs; 10 kg

Can hold up to 22 Ibs; 10kg

 740
�����

 500
�����

 300
�����

 510
�����

 150
����

 1250
�����

 250
����

 330
���

400
�����

 100
����

MDF and steel - Wire path

Top shelf: 0.31“; 8 mm; Internal shelves: 0.23“; 6 mm 0.31“; 8 mm

W43.3’’  x D19.7’’ x H21.6’’; W1100 x D500 x H550 mm

Delivered in flat box

Black leather and white stitching

MDF and powder coated steel  - Wire path

Top shelf: 0.31“; 8 mm; Internal shelves: 0.23“; 6 mm

62.8 lbs; 28,5 kg

Powder coated steel - Wire path

Tempered glass

0.39“; 10 mm

W29.1” x D15.7” x H49.2”; W740 x D400 x H1250 mm

29
82.7 lbs; 37,5 kg 51.8 lbs; 23,5 kg
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Epur 3 Epur 4 Epur X

Technical specification

Satin brushed steel finish - Wire path - Invisible wheels

Tempered glass

Satin brushed steel 

Screw kit, mounting instructions, mounting tools

Delivered in flat box

W43.3” x D15.7” x H25”; W1100 x D400 x H586 mm

Can hold up to 66.1 lbs; 30 kg

Can hold up to 176.3 lbs; 80 kg

Satin brushed steel finish  - Wire path - Invisible wheels

Tempered glass

W24.8” x D19.7” x H30.5”; W630 x D500 x H776 mm

Satin brushed steel finish - Invisible wheels

Tempered glass

W27.6” x D19.7” x H21.3”; W700 x D500 x H542 mm

Can hold up to 44 Ibs; 20 kg

Can hold up to 121.2 lbs; 55 kg

776

232

222

222

66

500
�����

630
�����

479

479

�����
349

349

�����

�����

�����

����

����

����

776

232

222

222

66

500630

�

�

700

542

500

470

�����

�����

�����

�����

600
�����

447
�����

700

542

500

470

600 447

242

; 66

����

����

252
����

1100

586

�����
400

�����

249
����

���

949
�����

242

66

252

1100

586

400

249949

Structure

Shelves

Colours

Accessories
Packaging

Overall dimensions

Internal shelves

Top shelf

Glass thickness

Net weight

Top shelf: 0.39“; 10 mm; Internal shelves: 0.31“; 8 mm

74.3 lbs; 33,7 kg

0.31“; 8 mm Top & bottom shelves: 0.31“; 8 mm; Internal: 0.23“; 6 mm

Can hold up to 66.1 lbs; 30 kg

Can hold up to 176.3 lbs; 80 kg

71 lbs; 32,2 kg

Satin brushed steel 

42.5 lbs; 19,3 kg

Satin brushed steel 

30
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Epur C

Satin brushed steel finish  - Wire path - Invisible wheels

Tempered glass

W31.5” x D19.7” x H23.1”; W800 x D500 x H586 mmW27.6” x D19.7” x H21.3”; W700 x D500 x H542 mm

800

252

242

�����

649
�����

349

349

�����

500
�����

����

����

; 66����

586
�����

800

252

242

649

500

 66

586

Bergen AV

Glossy black

W40.5’’ x D19.4’’ x H21.6’’; W1030 x D495 x H550 mm     
Can hold up to 66.1 lbs; 30 kg

Can hold up to 176.3 lbs; 80 kg

495

455

180

240

1030

550

495

495

455

180

240

1030

550

495

�����
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�����
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Bergen 

Powder coated steel 

Black lacquered tempered glass

Glossy black

W22.5’’ x D19.4’’ x  H29.9’’ ; W574 x D495 x H760 mm  
Can hold up to 66.1 lbs; 30 kg

Can hold up to 66.1 lbs; 30 kg

495

574

760

495

180

180

240

455

495

574

760

495

180

180

240

455
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��
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Top & bottom shelves: 0.31“; 8 mm; Internal: 0.23“; 6 mm Top shelf: 0.39“; 10 mm; Internal shelves: 0.31“; 8 mm

Can hold up to 66.1 lbs; 30 kg

Can hold up to 176.3 lbs; 80 kg

Screw kit, mounting instructions, mounting tools
Delivered in flat box

63.7 lbs; 28,9 kg

Satin brushed steel 

0.23“; 6 mm

37.9 lbs; 17,2 kg

Powder coated steel 

Black lacquered tempered glass

63 lbs; 28,6 kg

Top shelf: 0.31“; 8 mm; Internal shelves: 0.23“; 6 mm
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Trio Trio AV

Technical specification

Powder coated steel and MDF
Tempered glass

Light oak

W30.5” x D19.3” x H26.2”; W775 x D490 x H665 mm

Can hold up to 66.1 lbs; 30 kg

Can hold up to 176.3 lbs; 80 kg

Light oak

W43.3” x D15.7” x H22.4”; W1100 x D400 x H570 mm
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310

295

775 490

665
550

675 430

310

295

775 490

665
550

675 430

�����
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�����

�����

�����

�����

260

260

1100

570

975

400

400

260

260

1100

570
975

Ekär 3 

Powder coated steel  - Wire path

Tempered frosted glass

Silver
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�����
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Structure

Shelves

Colours

Accessories
Packaging

Overall dimensions

Internal shelves

Top shelf

Glass thickness

Net weight

0.31“; 8 mm

Screw kit, mounting instructions, mounting tools
Delivered in flat box

56.4 lbs; 25,6 kg

Powder coated steel and MDF

Tempered glass

0.39“; 10 mm

Can hold up to 66.1 lbs; 30 kg

Can hold up to 176.3 lbs; 80 kg

78.9 lbs; 35,8 kg

Top shelf: 0.31“; 8 mm; Internal shelves: 0.23“; 6 mm

Can hold up to 55.1 lbs; 25 kg

Can hold up to 176.3 lbs; 80 kg

W37’’ x D19.6’’ x H21.6’’; W940 x D500 x H550 mm

74.7 lbs; 33,9 kg32
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Ekär 4

Silver
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Glossy black
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Top shelf: 0.31“; 8 mm; Internal shelves: 0.23“; 6 mm

Powder coated steel  - Wire path
Tempered frosted glass

Top shelf: 0.31“; 8 mm; Internal shelves: 0.23“; 6 mm

Can hold up to 55.1 lbs; 25 kg

Can hold up to 176.3 lbs; 80 kg

W22.8’’ x D18.8’’ x H31.4”; W580 x D480 x H800 mm

62.6 lbs; 28,4 kg

Screw kit, mounting instructions, mounting tools
Delivered in flat box

Glossy black

Powder coated steel
____

____

____
____

W28.7’’ x D1.7’’ x H20.1’’; W730 x D43 x H510 mm

9.2 lbs; 4,2 kg

Powder coated steel
____

____

____
____

W29.9’’ x D2.9’’ x H20.1’’; W760 x D75 x H510 mm. Tilting +/- 6°

11 lbs; 5 kg
33
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The quality approach
NorStone Design never 

forgets that AV furnishings 
have to be thought 

and developed in order 
to satisfy the high quality 

criteria of the Hi-Fi 
and Home Theatre world. 

Following the essence 
of the brand, our products 

care about people 
and technology.

From a practical point 
of view, an AV piece has 

to be easy to install 
and maintain. 

It should help to ease 
users’ lives by featuring 
specific characteristics; 
Such as the wire path 

to floor.

In this respect our products 
have to be made of specific 
materials, which can offer 

strength, stability, 
and an absolute guarantee 

against resonance.

That is why every material 
and every component 
of a NorStone Design 

product is resulting from 
a careful selection.

The architecture must take 
into account specific 

requirements in terms 
of thermal resistance 

(cooling of the electronics), 
strength (loading 

resistance) and safety.
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STEEL
The steel structures 

are covered with a high 
impact, scratch resistant 

powder-coated finish. 
This ensures 

that the finish quality will 
last for long.

The steel architecture 
of our products is also 
a guarantee of loading 
resistance and safety, 
which remain major 

points for home products.

MDF
Medium-density fibreboard 

(MDF) is an engineered 
wood product formed 

by breaking down 
softwood into wood fibres, 

combining it with wax 
and resin, and forming 

panels by applying high 
temperature and pressure.

MDF is a good material 
for cabinetry, particularly 

including acoustic enclosures 
such as loudspeakers 

or subwoofers due to its high 
grade sound properties.

TEMPERED GLASS
Tempered glass is a type 
of safety glass that has 
increased strength and 

will usually shatter in small, 
square pieces when broken 

(ensuring minimised risk 
for users). It is used when 

strength, thermal resistance 
and safety are important 

considerations.

NorStone Design 
contemporary furniture 

are constructed 
of combinations of three 

different materials: 
Steel, MDF and Glass.

35
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Inovadis is member of:

“NorStone design” is a registered trademark of Inovadis.

314, rue Milliez
94506 Champigny cedex

France
Tél: + 33 1 55 09 18 30
Fax: + 33 1 55 09 15 31

www.inovadis.com




